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Recent reports on the national income ineCuality issue Ee.g. GA Generation of Jidening 
IneCualityLM give the casual reader the impression that something unnatural or wrong is 
going on in the country.  In this nugget we taOe a looO at some of the important factors 
that influence how wages are distributed in an advanced economy today paced by accel-
erating technology.  Since in these short pieces we are primarily concerned with critical 
thinOing tools, discussion of public policy responses to this issue is minimiRed. 
 
Specifically, understanding the points made here will let the informed reader properly 
evaluate such inflammatory statements as S 
 

! Recent gains in the economy Thave not been broadly sharedU, 
! Jages have barely Oept up with inflation, and 
! Vow earning worOers are not getting their fair share. 

 
First, from basic economics we Onow that wages are made possible by wealth-generating 
enterprises.  Jages are only paid by such enterprises and by other institutions that derive 
their income from wealth-generating enterprises.  Such other institutions are usually tax-
funded government agencies+units and non-governmental organiRations funded by the 
government and+or charitable gifts.  Economists tell us and history confirms that gov-
ernments are not Onown for successful wealth-generation in any activity S including the 
extractive industries S they undertaOe.  MarOet driven societies recogniRe this and seeO to 
separate government activities into the public sphere and risO+profit enterprises into the 
private sphere. 
 
To generate wealth reCuires the investment of capital in any of its several fungible Ein-
terchangeableM forms S human, financial, property.  Since all such investments involve 
the risO of losing a part or all of the invested capital, they are made only with the intent 
of getting a return above that which was invested.  The more the anticipated risO, the 
greater the demanded return.  Therefore, in commerce the operational definition of profit 
is the reward for successful undertaOing of risO.  It was ever thus. 
 
Since before the Industrial Revolution in the early "800s, human capital has been applied 
to first develop and then worO in concert with property EcapitalM based on new technolo-
gies.  The motivation for bringing such technology driven property into an enterprise is 
"M the ability to derive profits from new activities+sources, and 2M the ability to increase 
profits from existing activities+sources through increasing productivity.  This all is pretty 
basic stuff that still eludes many people in the worOforce. 
 

http://www.cbp.org/pdfs/2007/0708_pressrelease_SWC.pdf
http://www.cbp.org/pdfs/2007/0708_pressrelease_SWC.pdf
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The income ineCuality issue hinges on productivity that is defined as the amount of prod-
uct or service that is derived from the investment of a given unit of capital.  The invested 
capital is usually in a mix of human and machine EpropertyM.  For any given level of pro-
ductivity S e.g. length of a certain ditch dug in a day S there is always a competition be-
tween the different mixes of capital applied.  Do we put ten men with shovels on it or 
one operator with a bacO hoe\  The cost of capital decides the day since in free marOets 
the employing enterprise must operate in a competitive environment, and in a competi-
tion the person with a bacOhoe can taOe on a lot more than ten men with shovels in terms 
of productivity.  Since this example can serve to illustrate the general case, weLll return 
to it as necessary. 
 
Now suppose we have our bacOhoe operator who invested some capital Etime, moneyM in 
getting trained to worO the bacOhoe.  ]ecause the operator+machine system is more pro-
ductive, the operator should be able to earn a higher wage than any of the ten shovelers.  
]ut this is only true if it taOes more investment on the part of the operator to get Cuali-
fied with the bacOhoe than it does for the competing shovelers to learn how use a shovel.  
If that is not the case, then the operator may wind up earning less than the shoveler, as-
suming that certain ^obs are still best done with shovels alone.  This point is often missed 
in such explanations.  _ust because youLre the human in a more productive man+machine 
system doesnLt automatically get you a higher wage if thereLs a long line of eCually 
competent and cheaper people standing in line for the ^ob.  Je must remember that the 
individual worOer also has to maOe an investment and undertaOe risO Ecorrect career 
choice, time lost training, cost of trainingM successfully to earn that higher wage.  If the 
worOer unwittingly chooses to become one of many, then the supply+demand principle 
taOes over and the worOer suffers. 
 
Jith this bacOground we come to the crux of the income ineCuality phenomenon.  
Smarter and better educated people on the whole get paid more to start a career and then 
go on to get bigger pay increases as the years go by than their less educated and more ig-
norant competitors.  Say, the smart worOer starts at $50,000 a year and manages her ca-
reer to earn annual increases of "0b, and the more ignorant worOer starts at $25,000 and 
earns 5b annual pay raises.  After twenty years the smart worOer is maOing $336,374 a 
year and her less educated compatriot is maOing only $66,332.  At the start, the smarter 
worOer got double the ignorant worOerLs wage.  After twenty years, that multiplier has 
grown to over five times   Now when you throw in the entrepreneurial factor that many 
smart people start+^oin high earning businesses, then you really see the income ineCuality 
gap grow in societies that provide such opportunity. 
 
ThatLs the way the world has always worOed.  The only exceptions to it have been from 
governments using their police powers to enforce eCualiRation policies through different 
wealth redistribution schemes.  The result is always the same, overall wealth generating 
capacity of such nations decreases and all are worse off with the most ignorant, as ever, 
taOing the brunt of it.  The smart and educated then emigrate if they can and leave the 
country even poorer, or, if thatLs not possible, the country becomes a police state. 
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So far so good from our reading of history.  Now we throw into the mix two gorilla fac-
tors that today impact income ineCuality S "M the approaching Singularity Esee NN8M, and 
2M the fact that half the worOers have below average Ids.  Nature imposes such a distri-
bution of natural ability on all critters.  The effect of this is that as sOill levels for ^obs in-
crease, the below average worOers donLt even have the intellectual access to train for the 
new ^obs that technology creates.  Je are today racing toward the Singularity and can 
see that all around us in what Ray eurRweil has labeled Taccelerating technologiesU.  
The bottom line here is that machines are replacing the functions of human worOers at a 
greater pace as each year passes.  The greatest productivity gains for such hu-
man+machine systems in the worOplace comes from reducing the need for marginally ca-
pable humans S i.e. the mid-range wage earners.  The low wage earners have already 
been consigned to tasOs they can do by mainly handling things and presenting a still-
valued Ghuman interfaceL to the customer Ee.g. store clerOsM.  fowever mid-wage worO-
ers directing incoming phone calls, answering freCuently asOed Cuestions EFAdsM, and 
evaluating credit risOs are already being replaced by more productive machines.  This 
contributes to depressing the mid-range of the wage distribution and highlights even 
more the difference between the smaller number of high-wage earners and the large 
number of low-wage earners. 
 
The impact on forging social policies to deal with this is primarily not driven by the fact 
that in such a society even the low-wage earners will be maOing more and en^oying a 
better standard of living as time goes on.  Instead, it is driven by the seeming social in-
^ustice of the whole set-up.  Psychologists who study such things tell us that many, if not 
most, people are so wired as to be satisfied maOing $50e when most others are maOing 
about $50e rather than maOe $"00e when most others are maOing $200e, even if the 
dollar buys the same things in both cases.  Je all want to be above average or at least 
average. 
 
So, unless government steps in and forces redistribution by fiat, the income ineCuality 
can do nothing but grow as the smarter people learn to build and use ever smarter ma-
chines to be more productive.  And redistribution by fiat has proven to be a disaster for 
all.  fow to find some golden middle ground policy is beyond the scope of this little 
nugget, but a much more effective educational system is surely the common first step to 
any worOable new public policy that addresses this issue. 
 
Jith this understanding one can now understand why Tbroadly sharingU increasing 
wealth has always been difficult and is now becoming almost impossible.  And having 
wages TOeep up with inflationU is a problem that only the government controls by how 
much money it prints every year to chase the available goods and services.  Any com-
petitive industry, especially those competing globally, can only pay on the basis of 
worOer productivity.  Finally, no one has figured out a more sustainable way than the 
marOet for determining a worOerLs Tfair shareU of generated wealth.  All imposed arbi-
trary definitions of GfairL that ignore productivity ultimately lead to the poor house.  
 
 

http://sesfoundation.org/NN8_3jun07.pdf
http://www.kurzweilai.net/bios/frame.html?main=/bios/bio0005.html


NN8 Problem Solution.  In NN8 we considered a flat stone slab that is moved by plac-
ing it on two parallel cylindrical logs each one foot in diameter as shown in the figure 
below. 
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fow many feet forward will the slab move Edistance DM for each revolution of the logs\ 
 
The little GAhahL in the solution is realiRing that as both centers of each log move forward, 
then at the same time, the slab is also pushed forward an eCuivalent distance since there is 
no slippage between the contact points of the ground, the logs, and the slab.  In one rota-
tion the log centers move forward the circumference of the log or !".  Concurrently the 
slab is moved forward a distance !" relative to the log centers.  Therefore the slab moves 
a total distance D j !" k !" j 2! relative to its starting point on the ground. 
 
NN9 Problem – Inflation Adjusted Appreciation.   The common formula for calculat-
ing inflation ad^usted appreciation given by the media and almost all investment advisors 
is wrong.  The common formula Onown by most people is that the ad^usted rate of appre-
ciation of an investment that appreciates Ib over a period, say, one year during which the 
rate of inflation is Fb is simply EI-FMb.  This is a crude approximation that gets worse as 
the inflation rate increases.  Derive the correct formula to use for one period.  fint: Find 
the buying power of an appreciated dollar that is spent for inflated goods to yield A the 
actual rate of appreciation.  To checO yourself assume that I j "5b and F j "0b.  The 
common answer of A = I – F gives 5b instead of the correct answer 4.55b. 
 
Inflation taOes a significantly bigger bite out of invested dollars whether you invest them 
under your mattress or in some more sophisticated asset.  For extra credit derive the for-
mula for N periods where I and F are the periodic rates defined above.  Putting N j " 
should again give you A j 4.55b.  And if you invest for N j 5 years with the annual rates 
I j "5b and F j "0b, then you should get 24.89b for the total appreciation instead of 
27.63b which is the wrong answer using the common formula for annual return com-
pounded over 5 years. Deriving the correct solution reCuires nothing beyond a bit of high 
school algebra and clear thinOing.  You will be amaRed at how the error in the common 
formula grows for actual appreciation of multi-year investments.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 


